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“Xiao Yi! What was your purpose?” Donghuang Baizhi suddenly asked Xiao Yi. 

This was something that Qing Ya wanted to ask. This Xiao Yi’s wife was forced to death by Ye Hua’s 

subordinates, and now he’s helping others to kill Tang Wushuang’s wife; what is this…? 

Xiao Yi’s behavior disappointed Qing Ya. It seems a little unworthy to quarrel with her husband over his 

affairs. 

If Ye Hua knew what Qing Ya was thinking, he would definitely scold her. 

Now you realize that you were wrong! What did I do in the first place!? 

The deity is your husband; even if the deity is an enemy of the world, you should stand behind the deity 

and silently support me! 

Xiao Yi took a deep breath and said in a deep voice, “Tang Wushuang wanted to kill me, so I wanted to 

clear future obstacles!” 

“Another person who doesn’t take this Queen seriously.” Donghuang Baizhi said coldly. 

Xiao Yi hurriedly explained: “Your Majesty, I don’t dare. It was such a rare opportunity; I had to bet 

once!” 

“Then what did you feel when you saw an innocent woman die!” Donghuang Baizhi asked lightly. That 

was also something Qing Ya wanted to know. 

Ye Hua in the crowd knew. ‘This Xiao Yi is not a good bird, Qing Ya; you are really stupid.’ 

Xiao Yi’s face changed slightly, Quan Anrong’s death reminded him of his wife, but for the Xiao family’s 

sake, he had to do it! 

“I felt nothing.” Xiao Yi said calmly. 

Qing Ya standing behind Donghuang Baizhi showed a disappointed expression. ‘What is the difference 

between Xiao Yi and Ye Hua’s subordinates’ approach? Killing other people’s women.’ 

‘Suddenly, I feel that Ye Hua was sometimes right.’ 

‘Maybe it’s my fault.’ 

Donghuang Baizhi nodded and let Yu Quan announce the punishment. 

Yu Quan said to the four of them: “You all will have to face the punishment, and you can only accept it! 

Otherwise, you need to bear the consequences!” 

“Yes!” The four of them kowtowed tightly, listening to the impending punishment! 

Yu Quan said indifferently: “The Tang and Bai family violated the order of Voidless Realm and fought 

privately. In the future, they will not be allowed to run for aristocratic families!” 



There was an uproar at the scene. The consequences of the fight were so severe! 

Of course, Donghuang Baizhi must issue a harsh punishment. This matter is related to the face of the 

Voidless Realm. What they did was a slap on the face of the Voidless Realm. How can it be light-

hearted? 

Bai Cixin and Tang Wushuang thought there was only one punishment, so they breathed a sigh of relief 

and said in unison, “Thank you, Your Majesty, for not giving a death sentence!” 

Yu Quan shouted, “I haven’t finished yet! This is just the first punishment!” 

Everyone, “…” 

Bai Cixin and Tang Wushuang hurriedly bowed their heads. 

“After the evaluation by Voidless Realm, the three patriarchs are not suitable to control the godly items. 

To avoid harming the civilians, the three godly items will be taken back!” Yu Quan’s next words shocked 

everyone. Taking back the godly items! 

This is too domineering. Too unreasonable! 

After all, the godly items were obtained by others with all their life on the line. 

Everyone watched the movements of the three patriarchs. 

Xiao Yi couldn’t believe it; just because he was involved in the election of the aristocratic family, he had 

to give his Xuan Yuan sword! 

‘This is a plain robbery! This is clearly an excuse! I’m not convinced!’ 

Bai Cixin slowly stretched out her palm, and the Nine Demon Xingta appeared in her hand. A black mist 

immediately shrouded it. 

Yu Quan opened his palm, and the Nine Demon Xingta fell into Yu Quan’s hands. 

Although it was only a blink of an eye, it made everyone dull and realize the power of the Voidless 

Realm. 

Bai Cixin’s choice was wise. 

“Tang Wushuang!” Yu Quan shouted. 

Tang Wushuang explained: “During the fight yesterday, my godly item got lost.” 

Lost? 

Nobody present believed him. He must be hiding it! 

‘Such an important thing, and you don’t hug it to sleep? Lost it? Who are you trying to 

deceive!'(Everyone’s thought) 

“Tang Wushuang! If you deceive Your Majesty again, everyone in your Tang family will die!” Yu Quan 

exuded a murderous aura. This Tang Wushuang was too outrageous. He can only save himself by 

handing over the godly item. 



Tang Wushuang was shocked and said in horror: “Your Majesty, I dare not lie! My beloved wife was 

injured yesterday, and I was not sober. I have no clue about the whereabouts of the godly item. Please 

believe me, Your Majesty!” 

Bai Cixin snorted softly: “Your Majesty, don’t believe what Tang Wushuang said; he just wants to keep 

it!” 

“Bai Cixin! Stop talking nonsense!” 

“You know it yourself!” Bai Cixin sneered. 

Yu Quan looked at Donghuang Baizhi. 

Donghuang Baizhi said lightly: “Tang Wushuang, if you let this Queen know that you lied, I will not 

forgive you!” 

A mirror appeared in Donghuang Baizhi’s hand. 

People are puzzled. 

Donghuang Baizhi said coldly: “This is a godly item; the Mirror of Truth, which can show the picture in 

your mind! Tang Wushuang, this Queen asks you for the last time! If this Queen gets to know that you 

lied, the punishment will be genocide! ” 

“I dare not deceive Your Majesty!” Tang Wushuang’s insistence convinced everyone. Only a fool would 

deny it at this time. 

“Okay!” 

As Donghuang Baizhi raised her hand, the Mirror of Truth appeared in front of Tang Wushuang. Tang 

Wushuang looked at his reflection in the mirror, slowly closed his eyes, and searched for last night’s 

memory. 

As expected, a scene appeared in the mirror. Tang Wushuang, who was inside, saw that his beloved wife 

was injured and ran over in a hurry. The godly item in his hand fell to the ground and disappeared 

inexplicably! 

The scene disappeared. 

Donghuang Baizhi put away the Mirror of Truth. This Tang Wushuang did not tell a lie, but where did this 

godly item go? 

Too weird. 

“Xiao Yi!” Yu Quan shouted towards the dull Xiao Yi. 

Xiao Yi was struggling in his heart. 

If the Xuan Yuan Sword was handed over, the strength of the Xiao family would greatly diminish; 

scooping at the level of a small family; unable to go up at all! 

The next voice from Voidless Realm cut off all his thoughts! 



Yu Quan shouted again in a deep voice: “Xiao Yi!” 

Xiao Yi slowly raised his head: “My Lady Queen, Xuan Yuan Sword is m—” 

Before Xiao Yi finished speaking, Yu Quan interrupted: “Hand over Xuan Yuan Sword! 

The atmosphere at the scene suddenly became dull, Xiao Yi’s face turned white and red, and there was a 

struggle on his face. 

The godly items of the Tang and Bai family have been taken away, and now the godly item of the 

accomplice must be taken too. This was what Donghuang Baizhi meant. In the end, it was their fault! 

Ye Hua in the crowd felt that there was nothing wrong with such a penalty, in fact, this still feels light! 

What’s the use of keeping subordinates who don’t obey orders? Sooner or later such a person will be 

the first to backstab you because you let him ignore your orders! 

Especially now, Xiao Yi, although he is struggling in his heart, but think about it, what is he struggling 

with? 

He is struggling to obey the Voidless Realm! 

It can be concluded from this point that Xiao Yi has the heart of rebellion. If he were obedient, he would 

be like Bai Cixin, who, without any consideration, handed over the Nine Demon Xingta in her hand! 
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Seeing that Tang Wushuang was the same, he was smart and immediately surrendered. 

It’s just that Xiao Yi took the Xuan Yuan Sword too seriously. The situation was very urgent, yet Xiao Yi 

still didn’t hand over the Xuan Yuan Sword. This sword was the reason for him turning against Tang 

Wushuang. 

Xuan Yuan Sword is Xiao Yi’s, and asking Xiao Yi to hand it over was akin to asking him to hand over his 

soul. 

If a person sells his soul, can he even be called a complete person? 

Everyone looked at Xiao Yi. Is he planning to fight the Voidless Realm with his pitiful strength? 

That’s really overestimating it. 

Only Xiao Yi whispered: “I killed for my family’s safety and prosperity! Is this wrong!” 

Everyone was astonished, he was questioning the Queen of the Voidless Realm. No one would believe it 

if he didn’t get skinned for his actions. 

Yuan De shouted angrily: “Impudent! How dare you question Your Majesty’s order!” 

“Am I wrong? I risked my life to get the Xuan Yuan Sword, yet you command me to hand it over! I don’t 

accept it! “Xiao Yi immediately took out his Xuan Yuan sword. This action made everyone take a step 

back and observe the irrational and vigilant Xiao Yi. 



Taking out your weapon in front of Your Majesty… 

Ye Hua was glad that he fired Xiao Yi. It would be shameful to have such a subordinate. 

Donghuang Baizhi is much stronger than Xiao Yi; forget about Qing Ya. 

Suddenly, a blue rope appeared, and tied down Xiao Yi! 

“What!?” Xiao Yi screeched, losing the grip of Xuan Yuan Sword in his hand, making it fall to the ground. 

At this time, all the spectators looked at the Xuan Yuan Sword on the ground, how good it would be to 

hold it in their hands. 

But they were just thinking about it, if they take it, they won’t be able to see tomorrow’s sun. 

Yu Quan stretched out his palm and retracted the Xuan Yuan Sword. 

Donghuang Baizhi said lightly: “Xiao Yi is disrespectful, even going as far as to challenge my authority! He 

shall be crippled! 

Removing the family title is already cruel enough, but now he would be crippled? What is the difference 

between this and killing him? 

For a strong person, losing power is akin to killing him. Similar to a billionaire going bankrupt overnight. 

Any person with poor tolerance will collapse! 

This was even truer for Xiao Yi as he still has to resurrect his beloved wife. 

Hearing the judgment of Donghuang Baizhi, Xiao Yi struggled and shouted:”I don’t accept it! You have 

no right to cripple me!” 

Donghuang Baizhi snorted coldly: “This is the north! The Emperor’s will is the will of heaven! The 

Emperor is not someone whom you can question!” 

Ye Hua looked at Donghuang Baizhi’s cold and arrogant demeanor and suddenly wanted to tease her. 

Sadly Qing Ya does have such arrogance. 

It’s Donghuang Baizhi’s way of telling others that the will of Voidless Realm is something they can 

question. Qing Ya, behind her, did not try to stop her. 

“No!” Xiao Yi exclaimed. 

Xiao Yi regretted telling all those things to Qing Ya and was even more regretful because he rejected 

hugging such huge thighs. If those people were still behind him, such a thing wouldn’t have happened. 

Donghuang Baizhi Void slapped Xiao Yi’s chest! 

“Puff!” Xiao Yi’s eyes widened, and he spat a mouthful of blood. The spiritual energy in his body 

dissipated. He wouldn’t be able to gather them ever again. He’s at most stronger than ordinary people! 

“You are just bullying me!” Xiao Yi was furious and continued to anger Donghuang Baizhi. 

“Whip him! 100 times!” Donghuang Baizhi said lightly. Now whether he lives or dies depends on his 

endurance. 



Xiao Yi can survive 100 whips, but he will lose half his life. 

In fact, being ordinary isn’t half bad. With the monetary power of the Xiao family’s enterprises, they can 

eat for dozens of lifetimes. But this was not the life Xiao Yi wanted. His goal is to become Immortal 

Emperor. 

But now, it is just a pipe dream. 

Several guards carried Xiao Yi aside, pressed him on a bench, and an iron rod condensed in his hand! 

It wasn’t a stick. 

Snap! The iron rod fell on Xiao Yi’s butt, and his pants were torn instantly. 

Xiao Yi tasted the power of this rod and suddenly felt dizzy, unable to keep up with his breathing. Yet 

this was only the first time! 

Snap! Another rob fell, and Xiao Yi spat out a mouthful of blood. 

It’s just two times, yet Xiao Yi has already started to roll his eyes! 

Everyone swallowed their saliva and was shocked by the ruthlessness of Voidless Realm. 

Ye Hua gave Donghuang Baizhi extra points. Until now, if she just passed, now her score would be 80 

points. 

This was butchering chicken to warn the monkey and it did a really good job. It’s not in vain that this 

deity loves you. 

Seeing Qing Ya on the side, Ye Hua breathed a sigh of relief, Donghuang Baizhi was sitting on the throne, 

so she had to be ruthless. This was not something that Qing Ya would be able to do. She doesn’t have 

such decisiveness. It was the biggest difference between them. 

If Qing Ya were to sit in the position of the Emperor of Voidless Realm, her actions would have been 

different. 

But who knows, maybe with Qing Ya’s different style, Xiao Yi could have changed. 

The whipping continued, but no one dared to beg for mercy. 

Xiao Yi no longer felt anything. He was lying on the bench like a dead man, blood dripping from the 

corners of his mouth, and a puddle of blood formed on the ground. 

After 100 whips, Xiao Yi’s buttocks were ripped open. 

“Your Majesty, the execution is over!” the guard said respectfully. 

Donghuang Baizhi said: “Notify his family members to come and take him away.” 

“Yes!” 

Shu Nan and Yu Qi were both waiting in the side hall. This side hall was full of the family members of the 

patriarchs, and of course, there were some unqualified patriarchs. 



For example, Qing Ya’s father, Qing Huaxuan was also there. 

He was invited by Ye Xiao! 

When the guard opened the door of the family hall, all the members were stunned. 

“Is Xiao Yi’s family here? Someone come and take him away!” the guard shouted coldly. 

Shu Nan and Yu Qi felt that something bad was about to happen. 

The two quickly followed, and when they saw their husband, both Shu Nan and Yu Qi were stunned! 

After Xiao Yi went back last night, he also discussed his actions with Shu Nan, but what Shu Nan didn’t 

expect was that the consequences would be this ruthless. 

If Xiao Yi hadn’t resisted just now, he would have just lost the godly item, and the right to be an 

aristocratic family. His strength would’ve been there, but alas, just one wrong move and he lost the 

entire chessboard; on the verge of dying. 

Shu Nan hurriedly checked her husband’s pulse, thankfully there was still a little bit of energy left! He 

could still be rescued! She put a pill in his mouth and left carrying him on her back. 

Xiao Yi was very fortunate to have a wife like Shu Nan, who stood by him till the end. 

The family members in the side hall saw that Xiao Yi was beaten till he was half dead, and immediately 

shivered. They hoped that their husband would not be like this the next time they saw them. 
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The banquet hall was dead silent as no one dared to breathe. 

Xiao Yi was considered to be one of the strongest yet, in an instant, he lost his Xuan Yuan sword and 

even got crippled! 

This allowed everyone to see the wrath of the Voidless Realm. The iron-blooded side of Donghuang 

Baizhi! 

Just a while ago, she was given the title of the savior! When she even offered her life to save the people 

in the South. This incident made everyone think she was a kind person and would never kill people 

indiscriminately. 

However, everyone misunderstood. Donghuang Baizhi is not a good or bad woman. She only bears the 

prestige of the Voidless Realm in her mind. 

This was different from Qing Ya’s kindness. 

Ye Hua knew Qing Ya’s kindness. She had such a tendency before, but he didn’t take it to heart. She 

could be sympathetic to the cats and dogs, but Qing Ya said things in favor of Xiao Yi, which made Ye 

Hua angry. 

At this time, Tang Wushuang, Bai Cixin, and Wang Dabao were trembling. 



They were surprised by Xiao Yi’s punishment. 

Yu Quan continued to pronounce the sentence. 

“Excluding the titles of the Tang family and the Bai family, if any of you kill someone with your identity in 

the future, you will be severely punished!” 

Remembering Xiao Yi’s appearance just now, the three did not dare to resist. 

“Thank you for your magnanimity, Your Majesty, we will obey your orders!” The three of them hurriedly 

thanked her. 

This surprised everyone, as they were all punished like this, yet they had to thank them. 

Ye Hua felt that he needed to add 5 points to Donghuang Baizhi. 

‘Robbing people and making them thank you for that. Not bad! It would be nice if Qing Ya could be half 

as good as Donghuang Baizhi. Then this deity wouldn’t need to worry so much.’ 

Donghuang Baizhi raised her hand and motioned the three to step aside. 

Bai Cixin and Wang Dabao retreated to the back of the crowd, and Wang Dabao held on to his sweet 

wife’s slender hand and comforted him. 

Bai Cixin’s face showed fatigue, after all— planning and struggling for so many years and it amounts to 

nothing. Just a single sentence and all to dust. 

It has to be said that Wang Dabao had some good luck. At least he wasn’t in Xiao Yi’s position. 

“Wife, since we don’t have a place to stand in the north, let’s go to the south.” Wang Dabao whispered, 

gently hugging his beloved wife’s waist. 

Bai Cixin looked back at her husband and seemed puzzled. 

Wang Dabao put on a proud expression, as this was the first time his wife looked at him like this, and 

said “Wife, as your husband, I naturally picked on a few tricks.” 

“Dabao, thank you.” Bai Cixin gently leaned against her husband’s arms. At this time, she can only rely 

on her husband. 

Wang Dabao kissed his wife’s forehead: “Silly, we are husband and wife.” 

Hearing her husband’s affectionate words, Bai Cixin hugged him even tighter. 

Wang Dabao predicted that when he go back tonight, he would unlock a few more difficult moves. 

At this time, Tang Wushuang was also considering going to the south for development. After all, there is 

no place in the north for any growth, 

There was another person amongst the audience that was secretly delighted, that was Chen Xuanzong. 

Seeing Xiao Yi beaten half to death, he felt relieved. He even wished for him to be beaten to death. 



But this did not eliminate his hatred. As Xiao Yi massacred his entire family, he had to annihilate his 

entire family too! Now Xiao Yi’s Xuan Yuan sword is gone, and he is crippled, he is just a struggling fish 

on the chopping board! 

Donghuang Baizhi breathed a sigh of relief, one of the affairs was resolved, and now it’s time for the 

other one! 

Just when Donghuang Baizhi was about to say something, Ye Xiao suddenly knelt and said in a deep 

voice: “Your Majesty, my child, Ye Tai has been missing for a long time. He must have been murdered by 

Chu Family’s Chu Bo. 

Chu He didn’t expect Ye Xiao to act all wronged and shouted: “Ye Xiao! My son has made it very clear 

that he didn’t kill him!” 

“Who knows if your son has spoken the truth? He might have killed my son, as well as The Holy Doctor 

to get that woman!” 

Donghuang Baizhi was puzzled, why did something like this happen again: “Speak clearly!” 

Chu He cupped his hands and said: “Your Majesty, let my child speak, he will explain it more clearly.” 

“Precisely!” 

Qing Ya knew what was going on. She did not kill them that day, yet now they are missing again. 

‘Could it be the vinegar king again? This possibility is very high. That cheapskate must have been hiding 

behind her and killed the lad.’ 

Although Qing Ya has no evidence, her intuition tells her that Ye Hua is behind all this. 

In the family area outside, the guards appeared again! 

“Chu family’s Chu Bo!” 

The family members were shocked. They didn’t expect someone from the aristocratic family would be 

called in as well. Something big must have happened! 

Chu Bo put away the folding fan, took a deep breath and followed the guards into the banquet hall, 

knelt in front of the Queen, and explained the whole story. 

“Now I have to find those two women to act as the testimony!” Ye Xiao said lightly. 

Chu He snorted coldly, “Where are you going to find them?” 

“Although I didn’t find those two women, I did find their father.” Ye Xiao’s words were simply digging his 

own grave. 

The guards went to the family hall again while the crowd felt a bad omen. 

“Qing Huaxuan!” 

Many people present did not know Qing Huaxuan. After all, they were not in the circle. But Qing 

Huaxuan was very excited now, as he finally made a big score! 



He was still excited, even if he did not know what the future holds for him, 

“I am!” 

“Your Majesty summoned!” 

Everyone was envious. Your Majesty summoned him. How lucky he was! 

With a feeling of anxiety and excitement, Qing Huaxuan followed behind the guards. He was a big boss, 

but now he seemed like a young man who had never seen the world. 

When entering the banquet hall, Qing Huaxuan swallowed, this scene was too big! 

Those patriarchs who can not be seen even if one awaits his entire life are now all standing beside him 

and looking at him. 

‘These are the patriarchs of the most aristocratic families, my God! Good luck to myself. And the woman 

on the podium, my God, so beautiful, so imposing!’ 

When Qing Ya heard that Ye Xiao was going to call her father, her face suddenly changed, and when she 

saw her father walking in, she didn’t know what to say. 

Qing Ya does not want her father to step into this circle, because the water is too deep. It’s better to be 

a businessman and not worry about anything else. 
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But because of what happened that day, he actually called her father over, which is really loathsome! 

Qing Huaxuan tremblingly stood in the middle, watching curiously. 

Qing Ya hurriedly told Donghuang Baizhi the identity of Qing Huaxuan so she could show some leniency. 

Donghuang Baizhi told that she already knew. 

“Insolent! Not kneeling to the Queen!” Yuquan said lightly. 

Although he said it calmly, there was a powerful pressure that swept over Qing Huaxuan. 

“Forget it.” Donghuang Baizhi said lightly. 

Everyone was surprised. They didn’t understand why the Queen was showing leniency. 

Qing Huaxuan didn’t think so. The person in front of him was the Queen, not kneeling was definitely 

inappropriate. 

With a plop, he knelt down: “I pay respect to Your Majesty.” 

Donghuang Baizhi was helpless, ‘Qing Ya, your father is too extreme.’ 

Qing Ya also knew that her father wanted to please Donghuang Baizhi. 

“Okay, get up and tell me what you know.” 



Qing Huaxuan invited the holy doctor to his house that night and after that, he went out with his two 

daughters, and finally, Chu Bai sent them home. 

“Where are your two daughters now?” Ye Xiao asked. 

Of course, Qing Huaxuan knew, in the Leisure Bar in Long’an City. 

However, he was interrupted by Donghuang Baizhi, who said lightly: “This Emperor knows. You can 

leave.” 

Ye Xiao said in a deep voice: “But I haven’t asked everything yet.” 

Qing Huaxuan seemed to feel that her daughter was in big trouble, so he hurriedly knelt and kowtowed: 

“Your Majesty is benevolent. Although my little girl is naughty, she is not the one to cause a big disaster. 

There must be some misunderstanding.” 

Looking at her father’s sudden action, Qing Ya was full of guilt. For many years, she didn’t like her father 

marrying two women, thinking it was unfair to her mother, but seeing her father like this Qing Ya felt 

that she had misunderstood her father, although she is powerful now, her father still cared about 

herself and Qing Yutong in his heart. 

“Okay, this Emperor knows. You can leave!” Donghuang Baizhi said again. 

Qing Huaxuan stepped back, knowing that his daughter would not be a murderer, and even if she did 

kill, it was because he, her father, did not discipline her well and was willing to suffer for her sins. 

When Donghuang Baizhi heard the news from Qing Ya, she was a little surprised, but she still said: “Ye 

Xiao! Since you want to find those two women, this Emperor will fulfill your wish. One of them is right 

here!” 

Ye Xiao hurriedly said: “Thank you, Your Majesty.” 

Everyone was waiting for the Queen to speak, but the maid behind her stepped forward. Her 

appearance slowly changed, and eventually, her real face was revealed, making everyone present 

stunned! 

Chen Xuanzong seemed to be struck by lightning. How did Qing Ya turn into the maid of the Queen? 

How is this possible? That Long Aotian is even more unworthy of her now! 

The beauty of the two women can make the sun and moon blush in shame. 

The corner of Ye Xiao’s mouth twitched. ‘This woman turned out to be the maid beside the Queen!’ 

Seeing the current situation, many people have figured it out. No wonder those people were respectful 

at the auction! It turned out that this woman had the Queen as her backing. On the day of the auction, 

Yu Quan was going to sit next to this woman. 

When Bai Cixin saw Qing Ya appear, she seemed to think of the owner of the Leisure Bar. She should 

visit him when she returns to the south. 



Ye Xiao had a sullen face. He threatened the Queen’s personal maid’s father… this… but this is not a 

threat. It was just an inquiry process, and he didn’t use force. Fortunately, the Queen came today, 

otherwise, if he actually used force, it would be over. 

But at the auction that night, why did this maid appear at the scene? 

Could it be that she came to test or investigate something by the orders of the Queen? 

Qing Ya’s appearance made everyone believe what Chu Bo said. After all, she was the maid of the 

Queen. Her skills must be extraordinary. It was normal to be able to defeat Ye Tai and Song Huang. 

And as the Queen was giving a guarantee, the two people who disappeared must have some other stuff 

going on. However, no one knew that the murderer was in the same group. 

Several other aristocratic family patriarchs knew that things were not so simple. The Queen sent a maid 

out to test something. What does that imply? 

“Ye Xiao, my people won’t kill your son. You need to do some more investigation.” Donghuang Baizhi 

said in a deep voice. 

Ye Xiao didn’t dare to refute her: “Your Majesty’s words are akin to gold. I was over-excited!” 

Chu Bo was also amazed. He didn’t expect Qing Ya to be the Queen’s maid. After today, the Qing family 

will become popular. 

It was big news. Qing Huaxuan was so excited that it was inexplicable. Those people whom he has not 

seen for years will act as his brothers, asking for help. 

On the other hand, Tang and Bai’s family have lost their popularity. 

The world is so realistic, don’t despair about the current situation. Maybe you’ll be greeted with even 

more despair tomorrow. 

Ye Hua watched Qing Ya stand up and gave her 2 points. 

Guan Tong thumped and knelt on the ground: “Your Majesty, you have to decide for me. My son was 

assassinated last night. The killer gave them a hint before he died. He didn’t dare to say it, but it was 

very clear.” 

“Guan Tong, are you confused? You believe the assassin’s words!” Duan Hou wore a veil today, so as not 

to frighten the Queen with her appearance. 

Jiang Yuanzhou said lightly: “Yeah, maybe someone else wants us to fight.” 

“It’s definitely you Jiang Yuanzhou!” Guan Tong suddenly pointed at Jiang Yuanzhou and shouted, as if 

you are the murderer, I have seen through you. 

Jiang Yuanzhou was so angry that he blew his beard and stared at him: “Guan Tong, are you sick!” 

“Okay, stop arguing!” Donghuang Baizhi stopped the quarrel between the two patriarchs. After all, they 

were the patriarchs of aristocratic families, they should pay attention to their image. 

When the Queen spoke, everyone had to be quiet. 



“The emperor also knows a thing or two about what happened last night. Guan Tong, although you have 

the pain of losing your child, you can’t conclude the murderer just because of the sight of the assassin. 

You have to investigate carefully!” 

Guan Tong immediately got down and shouted: “Your Majesty, it must be one of them. You must have a 

way to get them to confess their guilt.” 

Donghuang Baizhi was having a headache. 

Duan Hou suddenly chirped: “Your Majesty, I think this matter is not so trivial. The son of the Ye family 

lost contact, and the son of the Guan family got murdered for no reason. Is this someone’s scheme for 

the North?” 

Ye Hua’s figure appeared in Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi’s minds. Whenever something bad happens, 

it must have something to do with Ye Hua. 

Ye Hua in the crowd decided to deduct 10 points. They have no evidence yet thinking it’s me. It’s really 

stupid! 

“That’s right, a lot of things have happened recently. Individually they seem trivial, but they seem to be 

intertwined. Everyone should be vigilant.” Donghuang Baizhi also doesn’t understand the current 

situation. Is it Ye Hua or someone else? 

‘Should I contact Ye Hua?’ 

We’re still in Cold War; whoever speaks first loses! 

“But…” Guan Tong wanted to continue, but Yu Quan stopped him. 

“Your Majesty is already tired. She will naturally send someone to investigate this matter later. You can 

wait for the result with peace of mind! Go bac-” 

Before Yu Quan could finish his sentence, someone interrupted him. 

To be precise, it was not just one person, but a man and a woman. 

Ye Hua watched Jue Tian come in, and the corner of his mouth evoked a hint of evil. 
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The ones that appeared at the door were Jue Tian and Dongfang Yuer. 

Facing so many people, Dongfang Yu’er was a little timid, but the warmth of Jue Tian’s hands gave her 

courage. 

This is not the first time Ye Hua has seen Dongfang Yu’er. He also glanced at her during the auction that 

day. But he didn’t take a careful look. 

Taking a careful look today, Jue Tian has a good eye. This delicate appearance would make people want 

to protect her. Actually, no. It doesn’t seem right. Rather than protecting her, bullying her is the correct 

way. Jue Tian is blessed! 



For others, these two people broke into this private meeting. They must not go unpunished. 

“Who are you? Do you know where you’re standing? 

“Hey, isn’t this a woman from the Bai family? Did she change her man?” 

“That man is dead, how can she change him?” 

Yu Quan looked at the two beside the door and shouted: “Your Majesty allows you to explain!” 

Jue Tian, with full confidence, led Dongfang Yu’er to the front, looked at the two ladies, knelt on one 

knee, and Dongfang Yu’er beside him also knelt and lowered her head. 

“Your Majesty, I have no ill intentions to come here today.” Jue Tian knew that Ye Hua was present, and 

of course, he would not be disrespectful to his wife. Even if he wasn’t here, he would’ve still shown 

respect to the ladies. This is his duty as a subordinate. 

Everyone thought this man was here to do something wild, and they could watch a good show before 

leaving, but he turned out to be a chicken. 

Donghuang Baizhi asked lightly: “This emperor allows you to explain your purpose!” 

“Thank you, Your Majesty!” 

Jue Tian stood up, looked at Dongfang Yu’er, and said, “This girl, surname Dongfang, is my woman. Her 

business is my business, and her grievances are my anger. I came here to wash her grievances. Today we 

are here to run for an aristocratic family!” 

After speaking, a dagger emerged from Jue Tian’s hand and floated in the air. 

There was a commotion all over the place. 

Tang Wushuang exclaimed: “My godly item!” 

Jue Tian said lightly: “This is the godly item of the Dongfang family!” 

Everyone’s brains were not enough, and one could hear the sounds of whispers. 

And the faces of the patriarchs of the five great families were dull because they felt a bad omen from 

these newcomers. 

Yu Quan took the Mound Pierce and handed it over to Donghuang Baizhi. 

Donghuang Baizhi looked at the godly item in her hand while her brain was about to explode. ‘Why did 

something happen again?!’ 

Qing Ya frowned, ‘Why does this man look a little familiar?’ 

Tang Wushuang walked out of the crowd, hurriedly kowtowed, and shouted: “Your Majesty, this is the 

godly item I lost!” 

Donghuang Baizhi took a deep breath: “This godly item, where did you find it?” 



“You may not believe it, but I picked it up.” Jue Tian spoke very calmly. Looking at his sincere eyes, it 

didn’t seem like he was telling a lie. 

Tang Wushuang sneered: “You robbed me!” 

“Sorry, but I have the spirit to rob you.” Jue Tian said lightly. 

Tang Wushuang refused to accept it and said in a coquettish voice, “You are playing a rogue!” 

“Everyone knows that godly items are hard to come by. One might have to rob someone to get one, but 

do I have to give you back what I stole from you? It seems that there is no such rule. Besides, I didn’t 

steal it; just picked it up. That’s it.” Jue Tian said rhetorically. 

Having a godly item depends on who has the bigger fist. 

Tang Wushuang was unconvinced, and hurriedly said to Donghuang Baizhi: “Your Majesty, please 

provide me justice!” 

Tang Wushuang was silent, waiting for Donghuang Baizhi to reply because he already had a 

counterargument in his mind. 

Your Honor is waiting for the ladies to make a fool of themselves. If it doesn’t happen, he will be very 

disappointed! 

Donghuang Baizhi discussed with Qing Ya whether to accept or decline the proposal. 

“Qing Ya, what do you think?” 

“I don’t know how to judge. I don’t understand the rules of your Voidless Realm.” 

Donghuang Baizhi was very distressed. This was a godly item that should have been seized, but Tang 

Wushuang lost it, and someone brought it back to run for election today! 

Everyone looked at Donghuang Baizhi, waiting for the Queen’s final decision. 

Ye Hua is also watching with great interest, ‘This is the finale of the show, let’s see if you dare to be 

naughty again! 

After a while, Donghuang Baizhi had an answer in her mind, and said lightly: “This is the godly item that 

this Emperor wants to confiscate. Naturally, you want to use it to run for an aristocratic family, but this 

Emperor still wants it. This Emperor shall compensate you for sending it— naturally, you shall not be 

mistreated.” 

Donghuang Baizhi’s approach seems to be very clear, if you act accordingly, you will be given face. Only 

those who are sensible will accept it. 

Jue Tian was satisfied with Madam’s answer. After all, if this was not the answer, then the task given by 

Your Honor couldn’t be completed! 

Tang Wushuang breathed a sigh of relief for some unknown reason, as if he felt that he still scored a 

little. 



Ye Hua in the crowd was very excited. ‘This deity pampers you, yet you don’t act like a virtuous wife. You 

have to run outside and pretend to act all coercive. Let’s see how this deity hits you on the face!’ 

Just when everyone thought Jue Tian would compromise, Jue Tian said something unexpected.”Does 

the Voidless Realm only know how to bully the weak?” 

There was an uproar at the scene. Seems like you’re going to die today. A second Xiao Yi. You will only 

be 100% dead in the future! 

“Insolent!” Yuan De shouted; the pressure on his body automatically dissipated, making it unbearable 

for some of the weak patriarchs. 

“Retreat.” Donghuang Baizhi said indifferently. 

Yuan De glared at Jue Tian— as if issuing a serious warning. 

Donghuang Baizhi said lightly: “I’m naturally someone whom you can reason with.” 

Jue Tian nodded and said: “Your Majesty is naturally a reasonable person, and I believe in it.” He 

continued “Your Majesty, may I dare to ask who was the owner of this godly item before?” Jue Tian 

asked. 

Of course, Donghuang Baizhi knew, and she said in a deep voice, “The Dongfang family, about a hundred 

years ago!” 

“After the tragedy of the Dongfang family, how was the godly item dealt with?” Jue Tian continued to 

ask. 

Jue Tian was worthy of his intellect. In a few words, he raised many questions in the audience’s mind. 

What happened a hundred years ago? What happened to the Dongfang family? 

People were curious, especially when it comes to gossip news about these high-ranking people. 

Donghuang Baizhi was no fool: “In those days, the Dongfang family committed a serious crime of 

secretly storing godly items, and the evidence was conclusive. The godly items were seized by the 

Voidless Realm, but there was one item that disappeared— the Mound Piece. 

Jue Tian nodded silently, slowly laying a trap for her, waiting for her to drop by. 

“In that case, this dagger, being a godly item, should have been recovered by the Voidless Realm.” Jue 

Tian asked. 

Donghuang Baizhi felt that something was wrong, but still said: “Yes.” 

“Then may I ask Your Majesty, why did it fall into Tang Wu’s hands, and why was he able to enter the 

family election for an aristocratic family? But when it fell back into the hands of the descendants of the 

Dongfang family, they couldn’t run for the election. Why is the result different?” Jue Tian has been 

laying the groundwork for so long, just to say such a sentence. 

However, when everyone heard this sentence, the audience became silent! 

Donghuang Baizhi’s face turned black instantly, and Qing Ya’s complexion also changed. 



Ye Hua was filled with glee when he saw his beloved wives like this. Isn’t he awesome? No longer 

someone who only relies on his strength. 

‘Now you know how intelligent this deity is! Playing tricks on you! This deity was not so good before, but 

recently, I watched Conan, and I know thousands of murder methods and have hundreds of alibis.’ 
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The atmosphere in the banquet was solemn because Donghuang Baizhi’s pressure made everyone gasp 

for breath. 

Jue Tian continued: “Your Majesty, is it possible that the Voidless Realm deliberately suppressed the 

Dongfang family? Was it because the Dongfang family was too powerful? Is this the reason they got 

framed? 

Ordinary families wouldn’t know about these things. This secret was only known by Voidless Realm and 

the five aristocratic families. The question is: How did this man know? Donghuang Baizhi immediately 

thought of Ye Hua because she remembered telling Ye Hua about this! 

Seeing the girl beside him, she is also a member of the Dongfang family. Back then, her father killed all 

the men and spared the women and children! 

Donghuang Baizhi was lost. She wasn’t even born then, but she heard about it a little. ‘Could it be that 

that was a scheme against the former aristocratic family? But no matter what happened in the past, 

today’s face is lost! Asshole! Husband, come here! Someone bullied your wife! 

If Ye Hua knew what Donghuang Baizhi was thinking, he would act cool again. ‘This deity will not help. I 

will let you know how big a mistake you made by leaving this deity! 

Jue Tian stroked Dongfang Yuer’s cheek and said faintly, “My Yuer is under a lot of distress because she 

was sold to the Bai family because she was weak. Now that she is finally out of the sea of misery, Your 

Majesty, you must provide her justice. 

Jue Tian’s performance in addition to Dongfang Yuer’s demeanor made everyone agree with him. 

Donghuang Baizhi said coldly: “This Emperor will naturally investigate the matter!” 

“Your Majesty is wise. I believe it will not take long before the Dongfang family is proven innocent.” Jue 

Tian’s words made Donghuang Baizhi very angry and helpless. 

Chu He suddenly shouted: “What innocence! Don’t try to mislead Your Majesty!” 

“Your Majesty, this person’s origin is unknown!” Duan Hou also said. 

Jue Tian said indifferently: “Your Majesty, I’m the son-in-law of the Guan family.” 

Guan Tong: “…” 



The other four patriarchs looked at Guan Tong as if asking whether he was by you. First, during the 

death of his son and ruining the marriage. The four patriarchs were angry. This Guan Tong asked his son-

in-law to create problems for them! 

“Guan Tong, is he your son-in-law?” Donghuang Baizhi asked. 

Guan Tong hesitated, then said: “He is the boyfriend of my little girl.” 

Jue Tian said softly: “When Yanxin has my child, I will naturally be the son-in-law.” 

Everyone: “…” 

‘Shameless! I have never seen such a shameless person who used the daughter of an aristocratic family 

to climb up the societal ladder! 

Even Donghuang Baizhi thought that this man came under the order of Guan Tong. 

Jue Tian heaved a sigh of relief: “Dongfang family originally owned this item, and now, years later, it falls 

into the hands of Dongfang’s descendants. It seems justifiable for her to run for an aristocratic family, 

right?” 

Ye Hua was pleased with Jue Tian’s performance. 

Donghuang Baizhi was angry. According to this story, the Voidless Realm became an evil force that 

bullied the small. If she agrees, she’ll lose all her face! This is akin to punching yourself in the face! 

But, she can put her face aside, when it comes to Voidless Realm. 

Donghuang Baizhi looked at Jue Tian coldly, and said aloud, “This girl is running for an aristocratic 

family?” 

“Of course, Your Majesty, she is running for an aristocratic family.” Jue Tian gave Donghuang Baizhi 

enough face, making her feel a little comfortable. 

Ye Hua saw that the corners of Baizhi’s mouth were twitching, and he almost laughed. 

Donghuang Baizhi said in a deep voice: “Okay! This Emperor shall make an exception and allow it!” 

The people present breathed a sigh of relief. They didn’t expect such a turning point today. Voidless 

Realm invalidated the qualifications of two candidates. In the end, she admitted another one using a lost 

godly item. 

This guy in glasses is so witty! Even the Queen is powerless before his rhetoricity. 

Tang Wushuang did not expect this to happen. He practically made a wedding dress for others! 

Bai Cixin didn’t expect this to happen either. She was going to sit in the position of an aristocratic family 

but got disrupted by Tang Wushuang, and this person appeared again today. 

Just like the mantis catching the cicada unaware of the oriole behind! Such a scheming man! 

Jue Tian cupped his hands and said, “Your Majesty is wise. An admiration for me. Can you announce it 

now?” 



Announcement? The crowd had no idea what he was talking about. 

Yu Quan said in a deep voice, “We need to conduct strength and property evaluation for running for an 

aristocratic family!” 

Jue Tian pushed Dongfang Yuer in front of him and said, “Your Majesty, she is an ordinary person and 

has an ordinary bank card. It has all the thousands of yuan she earned from her part-time job.” He 

continued: “That’s all her evaluation, and besides, she doesn’t have any competitors anymore.” 

Everyone’s hearts were shocked. What this man said was true! The Tang and Bai families got 

disqualified, and the Xiao Family was abolished. All the competitors are gone. Who else are they going 

to run against? They are a default aristocratic family. 

“Right! You’re very good!” Donghuang Baizhi was pissed at Jue Tian. Although there was no evidence, 

Donghuang Baizhi felt that this was Ye Hua’s person. 

Even if Jue Tian is not his person, Ye Hua still has to bear the blame. 

This was completely unreasonable, but women are characterized by unreasonableness. This is where Ye 

Hua miscalculated. 

“Thank you for the compliment, Your Majesty. I don’t dare to take it!” 

Donghuang Baizhi motioned Yu Quan to announce the news. Yu Quan was also very puzzled, but he still 

had to announce. 

“Dongfang Yuer, come here!” Yu Quan shouted. 

Jue Tian whispered: “Yuer, go.” 

“Jue Tian, thank you.” Dongfang Yuer was moved. This is the man who really cares about her. 

Jue Tian whispered: “No thanks, I will bully you when we go back tonight.” 

Dongfang Yuer blushed and hurried forward. 

Yu Quan shouted: “From today, the Dongfang family will become the sixth aristocratic family! Patriarch 

Dongfang Yuer shall enjoy all the rights of an aristocratic family!” 

Dongfang Yuer stretched out her hands, and the godly item— Mound Pierce, slowly floated into 

Dongfang Yuer’s hands. 

Donghuang Baizhi, who didn’t want to stay for a minute longer, said coldly: “Leave!” 

Qing Ya looked at the school girl, relieved. At least no one will bully her in the future. She had no idea 

that Dongfang Yuer was bullied by Jue Tian every day. 

Dongfang Yuer also saw her senior sister and wanted to say a few words, but she didn’t dare to speak 

up. 

Dongfang Yuer has become the sixth aristocratic family in the north. Although she has no strength, she 

has all the rights that an aristocratic family should have. Many patriarchs will come to curry favor, and 



Jue Tian will act as a guardian. After all, Dongfang Yuer is pure and kind; easy to be deceived. For 

example, she got deceived by Jue Tian. What a silly girl. 

Ye Hua watched a good show today. Satisfied, he went back home. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi did not take the transportation back, because they were not in the mood. 

Donghuang Baizhi, who returned to the dorm room of the Voidless Realm, began to smash things in the 

room, while Qing Ya watched helplessly. 

“Bastard, shameless, I have lost my face today!” Donghuang Baizhi lost her temper. 

Qing Ya carefully persuaded: “Baizhi, don’t be angry, just be prepared next time.” 
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“Qing Ya, if it was Ye Hua’s game today, we’ll lose!” 

Qing Ya chuckled: “If my guess is correct, Ye Hua is behind all this. This time he was very wise, not 

leaving any evidence behind.” 

“Bastard Ye Hua! Actually scheming against his wife! Ahhhh~” Donghuang Baizhi was about to go crazy. 

It was the first time she heard about a husband making things difficult for his wife. So shameless. 

“Okay, we need to find a way to get back in the game.” Qing Ya wouldn’t admit defeat so quickly. 

Although the two wives have no evidence, their sixth sense tells them that Ye Hua is behind all this. 

How could it be so coincidental that everything happened just when they ran away from home? 

‘Who cares? It’s Ye Hua~’ 

Donghuang Baizhi gradually calmed down. Her heart was burning with passion. She learned her lesson 

of not taking Ye Hua lightly! 

“First of all, we have to determine the reason why Ye Hua did these things.” Qing Ya said lightly, sitting 

on the jade chair beside her, while the maids came up with fresh tea and fruits. 

Donghuang Baizhi snorted: “He just wants us to come back.” 

“This is just one of the reasons. What he did today was for us to lose face, so we bow our heads for his 

help.” She guessed accurately. 

“Then what is he going to do next?” Donghuang Baizhi breathed while taking a sip from the teacup, 

feeling a lot more relieved. 

Qing Ya said in a deep voice: “If my guess is right, Ye Hua wants to overthrow the other five aristocratic 

families.” 

“Ah! What nonsense!” Donghuang Baizhi stood up shockingly. After all, those five practically belonged 

to the Voidless Realm. 



Qing Ya shook her head: “It can be seen from the matter of the Dongfang family that Ye Hua wanted to 

help the Dongfang family to clear their grievances. So we can conclude that Ye Hua must have found 

some clues. The faces of the five patriarchs present today also seem to be strange as well.” 

Donghuang Baizhi asked suspiciously: “Qing Ya, do you think that all the five aristocratic families were 

involved? And now Ye Hua wants to use this to get rid of the five families?” [I’ll not use the term 

aristocratic every time someone talks about aristocratic families. Seems too wordy.] 

Qing Ya nodded. 

“But why would he do this?” Donghuang Baizhi was puzzled “It’s not about just embarrassing us. We 

were fighting for outsiders that day, and now he wants to ruin all those whose sides we’re taking.” 

Qing Ya smiled bitterly. Ye Hua’s actions are akin to a child’s. This Ye Hua is a child who hasn’t grown up. 

“If we help them, but fail, Ye Hua will laugh at us.” 

Qing Ya nodded again. 

“Bastard! I’ll strangle him someday!” 

“Alright, alright, Ye Hua didn’t do anything bad yet. Just helping a weak girl. But we can’t mess up in the 

future.” Qing Ya smiled softly, thinking that Ye Hua’s original intention was to help others and provide 

them justice. 

If Ye Hua knew what was going on in her mind, he would definitely think ‘This deity is just using others. 

Stop thinking so much!’ 

“Then how can we turn the tables around?” 

“On the contrary, we have to investigate the truth of the matter faster than Ye Hua. We cannot let Ye 

Hua’s people wash away this grievance.” Qing Ya has been a president before, so she knows how to play 

these types of games. 

The only thing left to do now is to be faster than Ye Hua. If Ye Hua didn’t get the initiative this time, then 

people can’t say that the Voidless Realm is incompetent. And if Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi find the 

evidence first, then the Voidless Realm is a fair and selfless giant and will be respected by more people. 

It all comes down to who is faster! 

But in fact, Jue Tian is the most wronged. He has handled the details very well, leaving no evidence, yet 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi still believe that Ye Hua is behind all this ordeal. 

They don’t need any evidence. In their hearts, it’s Ye Hua anyway. 

Donghuang Baizhi thought for a while, and shouted: “Come here! Take out the file of the Dongfang 

family from back then!” 

“Yes!” 

“If the Dongfang family was really framed, then this Emperor will not tolerate it!” Donghuang Bai 

Baizhi’s eyes revealed firmness. After all, the Dongfang Family of the past was sentenced by her father. 

And, if he was wrong, it is only natural for her to correct it. 



Qing Ya nodded and said with a light smile: “Well, this is not only a battle against Ye Hua, but also to 

maintain justice.” 

Donghuang Baizhi agreed with this sentence. 

Ye Hua said that justice can go fuck itself. If there is justice, then how can this deity be evil? 

In the Leisure Bar, at this time, Ye Hua opened a bottle of champagne and drank it with his sister-in-law. 

“Brother-in-law, why are you so happy today? Is my sister coming back?” Qing Yutong took a sip of 

champagne and asked curiously. 

Ye Hua sneered: “I will be happy for them? Nice joke.” 

“Tsk tsk tsk, you still don’t admit it. I wish my sister and Baizhi came back.” 

“What do you know, the deity wants your sister to beg to come back.” 

Qing Yutong spread her hands and said helplessly: “I’m afraid it’s going to be you… like last time.” 

“Hehe, even if I have to jump off a cliff, I won’t beg them!” 

“Okay, brother-in-law. You are awesome, I propose you a toast!” 

Ding. 

Ye Hua drank all the champagne in one gulp! 

“Your Honor!” Jue Tian suddenly walked out of the darkness, startling Qing Yutong. She didn’t even 

notice Jue Tian! 

“Miss Qing.” Jue Tian smiled at Qing Yutong. 

Ye Hua trusts his sister-in-law very much. Qing Ya doesn’t know many things, but Qing Yutong knows 

almost everything. It can be seen that he has a good opinion of Qing Yutong. 

“This is Jue Tian, another subordinate of this deity.” Ye Hua said lightly. 

Qing Yutong looked at Jue Tian and felt that this smile was fake. It was uglier than crying. 

“Jue Tian, don’t smile, it’s really ugly.” Ye Hua couldn’t stand it any longer. 

Jue Tian was recently studying how smiling shows politeness. But the problem is that he really can’t 

smile. 

“Your Honor, the Madams should have some doubts.” Jue Tian said respectfully, with such a commotion 

today, the ladies would be suspicious. 

Ye Hua shook the champagne in his hand and said casually: “With their vexatious personality, even if 

there is no evidence, they will still blame it on this deity’s head. They probably have already figured out 

a way to deal with me! 



“Your Honor, your wisdom surpasses that of Zhuge’s. This subordinate is akin to a small finger in front of 

you. I hope Your Honor can bestow wisdom upon us, so that the subordinates can do their best to help 

Your Honor!” [Zhuge is a character in Romance of Three Kingdoms. He’s portrayed as a military genius.] 

Qing Yutong felt so cold that goosebumps came out. 

Who is this Zhuge? However, if Jue Tian used it for comparison, he should be a very powerful character. 

[Okay, I don’t know the gender yet. I’ll just use ‘he’ for now.] 
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Ye Hua said lightly: “This deity will give you some pointers.” 

“Thank you, Your Honor.” 

Qing Yutong couldn’t take it anymore. This conversation is really shameless. 

“Now, if they want to win, there is only one way. It is to get ahead of us and get the evidence regarding 

the Dongfang Family’s past treachery, or whether it was all a mistake by the five families! If they get to it 

first, we’ll fall short. 

“Your Honor is wise, we can’t compare to you.” 

Qing Yutong: “…” 

‘I can’t stand it… I can’t stand it… this baby is going upstairs, or I’ll be numb to death listening to you 

both any longer.’ 

“Jue Tian, they have an advantage. Baizhi can inquire about the events of that year, but you don’t have 

such an advantage. Have you figured out what to do? Do you need the deity to help you?” 

Jue Tian panicked and hurriedly said: “Your Honor, with so much information provided, this subordinate 

dare not let you work anymore. It will make me incompetent.” 

Ye Hua breathed a sigh of relief, ‘you are quite sensible, this deity didn’t really have an idea.’ 

The relationship between boss and subordinates is very complicated. When you’re under someone, you 

need to understand the character of the boss. Flatter them when it’s time to flatter. Of course, it is not 

flattering but a sincere compliment. 

After all, the previous Ye Hua was a skeleton. If he can never use his brain, he would fall short. 

“Go and try to solve this case as soon as possible. Then the deity will use a unique trick to take them 

down in one swoop.” Ye Hua chuckled. ‘Those who oppose the deity are all mourning in hell. Only the 

two of you make this deity love and hate.’ 

“Yes! This subordinate will take his leave!” 

Ye Hua took out a cigarette and lit it slowly… he was contemplating something. 



At this time, the Xiao mansion fell into a dark atmosphere, and the smell of blood in the room was 

making it seem darker. 

Xiao Yi was still not awake, lying on the bed. Although Shu Nan’s medical skills were not as perverted as 

Song Huang’s, she was still an expert. 

Now that she used a miracle medicine, his buttocks are broken. They will require an operation and still 

will take a long time to recover. 

Shu Nan sighed deeply. Her husband was too impulsive. If those people were still here, at least her 

husband’s wounds could have been healed. Unfortunately, he cut down his own path, otherwise, he 

would not end up like this. 

After wiping the blood on her hands, Shu Nan walked out of the room. Yu Qi and the other women 

hurriedly asked, “What’s wrong with Brother Xiao?” 

“He won’t die.” Shu Nan said helplessly. 

Such news was already good enough for Yu Qi and the others. As long as their man doesn’t die, they all 

can live in peace in the future. 

The women’s thoughts are simple, but Xiao Yi doesn’t want to live in peace. He wants to live on top of 

everyone’s heads. 

“Shu Nan, a man who claims to be Xinyi’s relative is waiting outside.” Yu Qi said aloud. 

Shu Nan frowned and said in a deep voice, “I’ll go take a look, meanwhile you guys take care of Brother 

Xiao.” ‘He may not be a bad guy, but who knows?’ 

“Hello, I’m Shu Nan.” When the man saw Shu Nan coming, he stood up and smiled and replied, “Hello, 

my name is Wu Liu.” 

Shu Nan smiled and shook hands with him, then sat down: “You are Xinyi’s?” 

“I’m her cousin from afar. I recently came to Zijin City to work on some errands, so I came to have a 

look.” Wu Liu always kept a shallow smile, but for some unknown reason, this kind of smile made Shu 

Nan’s whole body numb. 

Especially the pair of squinting eyes, as if they could hypnotize people. 

“It turned out to be Xinyi’s cousin from afar. Xinyi has recently gone abroad.” 

Wu Liu slightly paused when he heard Shu Nan’s words. Shu Nan did not see this subtle movement, but 

Wu Liu knew something had happened! 

Because Nangong Xinyi’s position was still there! 

Wu Liu asked curiously, “I noticed that the servants of Xiao’s house were busy today. Did something 

happen?” 

“They’re just preparing for a family feast.” 



“So it turns out that I’m bothering you.” He got up and said lightly, still unaware of what actually 

happened. 

“I’ll see you off.” Shu Nan said politely. 

Wu Liu nodded with a smile, and the two walked towards the door. 

However, just as he walked to the gate, he heard an angry shout from the guards outside. 

“Who are you!” 

“The one who’s going to kill you!” 

“Ah ah ah!” 

After a while, muffled sounds came of someone falling to the ground. It became silent again. 

Shu Nan’s face changed suddenly, her husband had just fallen, and someone was seeking revenge so 

soon! 

Wu Liu looked back at Shu Nan, it seemed that something really happened. 

The two huge mahogany doors were suddenly lifted off and rammed towards the two of them. 

Wu Liu waved his arm slowly, and the two wooden doors flew to both sides as if they were cut open by 

a giant blade. 

Behind the door was Chen Xuanzong! He came in today to destroy the Xiao family! 

Looking at the recent reincarnator in front of him, Wu Liu’s expression remained the same. 

Chen Xuanzong looked at the smiling man in front of him and frowned slightly. His intuition screamed at 

him that this person was catastrophic. 

“I’m here to take revenge today!” Chen Xuanzong said his purpose. 

Wu Liu smiled and said: “I’m sorry, Xiao family is on holiday today, come back another day.” 

Chen Xuanzong’s eyes squinted, and terrifying spiritual energy broke out in full force, from the palm of 

his hand. It was shrouded in a violent aura. 

Wu Liu didn’t back down either. His right hand suddenly exuded a colorful light and immediately 

slammed into Chen Xuanzong’s palm. 

Boom! 

The entire Xiao family was shaking, and Shu Nan, who was on the side slammed into the stone pillar 

behind, spitting out a mouthful of blood. 

The front yard became a mess in one blow. 

Wu Liu sighed in his heart, worthy of being the rebirth of the Demon Emperor, this power is 

extraordinary! 



Meanwhile, Chen Xuanzong was amazed, ‘who is this person and how can he take my palm in such a 

relaxed manner.’ 

“I said, the Xiao family is on a holiday!” 

Chen Xuanzong jumped back: “Are you trying to protect the Xiao family!” 

“Is there any other possibility?” Wu Liu said, looking unpredictable, making Chen Xuanzong unable to 

see through him. 

“If your Excellency backs down today, I’ll owe you one.” 

Wu Liu shook his head. Although his strength is stronger than the opponent’s, it is not that simple to 

take him down, unless he could completely suppress him. 

This S-level reincarnator should not be underestimated. 

“Retreat, you can come back another day.” 

Chen Xuanzong weighed in his heart, if he fought with him today, he would have little chance of 

winning, and injuries would be inevitable. He was really unfortunate. If only he came ten minutes later, 

the Xiao Family would be history. 

Chen Xuanzong shouted coldly: “Then I’ll come back another day!” 

Watching Chen Xuanzong leave, Wu Liu looked at his palm, printed with black silk like a spider web. He 

hurriedly took out a pill and swallowed it. 

The strength of this Demon Emperor is extraordinary. 

“Thank you for saving us.” Shu Nan thanked Wu Liu with blood on the corner of her mouth. 

  

Chapter 379 

“Can you let me see Xiao Yi now?” Wu Liu smiled lightly, squinting his eyes, making her uncomfortable. 

Shu Nan nodded, not expecting Xinyi’s cousin to be so powerful. 

Wu Liu came to the bedroom and was a little shocked to see Xiao Yi in this state. After knowing what he 

went through, he was rather amazed. Xiao Yi’s family was unqualified to ever run for an aristocratic 

family, his Xuan Yuan Sword was seized, and he was crippled. For an Immortal Emperor like him, it 

would be better to just kill him. 

After continuously inquiring about Nangong Xinyi, he found out that she was dead. A black-robed 

skeleton killed her and some connection with Leisure Bar. 

The death mage was a summoned creature, and not some reincarnator or regressor, so the Time and 

Space Bureau have not set a level for it. 

Suddenly Wu Liu had an amazing idea. Recently, the company was short of manpower. Although this 

Immortal Emperor has lost his godly item and is a cripple now, but his foundation is still there. The 



company has many souls which can help him restore his strength. Although he would be weaker, it 

should be enough for him to help around in the company. 

Those souls in the company consisted of those unlucky reincarnates who got crippled when they were at 

their weakest. Although their cultivation was relatively weak, they still had some use. After all, at the 

end of the day, they were still cultivators. It was not that easy to become a powerful cultivator. 

“Shu Nan, would you believe me if I said I can cure your husband and restore his strength? I just need to 

take him somewhere.” 

Wu Liu’s words shocked Shu Nan. From his performance, one can conclude that he is very strong. 

“Can I follow?” Shu Nan asked. 

Wu Liu shook his head. 

Shu Nan looked at her pale husband. She realizes that once he wakes up, he’ll be in agony. Rather than 

seeing her husband in pain, she might as well take a gamble. Xiao Yi would have taken the bet. 

“Okay, I hope you aren’t lying to me, or else, I will haunt you even when I’m a ghost!” 

Wu Liu chuckled: “All women like to say this.” 

Shu Nan felt uneasy for a moment. This person seemed calm, but his words seemed unreliable. 

Just when Shu Nan was thinking about this, Wu Liu, and Xiao Yi, who was on the bed, disappeared. 

After some time, Xiao Yi slowly opened his eyes. Images flashed in his mind. The Xuan Yuansword was 

gone, and he became a cripple! What’s the point of living? 

“Do you really want to die?” 

Xiao Yi was shocked and looked around. It was pitch black: “Who is talking!” 

Bang Bang Bang! 

The white lights turned on one after another. Xiao Yi frowned and closed his eyes. 

“Xiao Yi! Before his rebirth, he was an Immortal Emperor. Although he was a relatively weak Immortal 

Emperor, he was relatively reputed. After arriving on Earth, he reorganized the Xiao family and obtained 

the Xuan Yuan Sword. But alas, all that glory was snatched away from him in just a matter of a day.” 

[Immortal Emperor’s title reminds me of Emperor’s Domination.] 

Xiao Yi’s face changed! Being an Immortal Emperor was his biggest secret. Even his wives don’t know 

about it! How does this person know? 

Wu Liu smiled and said, “I know you’re confused. In fact, our company specializes in catching you, who 

have been reincarnated. We knew about you the first day you came, that’s why we arranged for 

Nangong Xinyi to be by your side, but unfortunately, she died.” 

“What? Xinyi was working with you?” Xiao Yi shouted. He never thought that she was prepared for him! 



“Yeah, but don’t be disappointed. Her feelings for you were real. Every time she made a report, she 

made it very brief. You turned our people’s back on us.” 

After a long time, Xiao Yi seemed to accept this situation: ” What do you want me to do?” 

“Recently, our company is short in manpower. If an Immortal Emperor like you is in our team, our 

efficiency will increase drastically.” 

“Why should I?” 

“I can make you a cultivator again!” 

Hearing this sentence, Xiao Yi was moved! 

Wu Liu snapped his fingers. The wall suddenly moved, revealing the items inside. 

Xiao Yi couldn’t believe it! 

There were rows of bottles filled with souls. What kind of organization is this?[Souls basically improve 

cultivation] 

“I can make an exception and arrange a weaker soul for you. If you perform well, you will naturally get a 

stronger one. We have everything here! In fact, there are several many powerful Immortal Emperor’s 

souls here, but unfortunately, you’re not that lucky, as none of them are suitable for you. Look at this 

guy. When he was weak, he was shot in the head with a pistol by the person below.” 

Listening to Wu Liu’s explanation, Xiao Yi was shocked. He saw light. This time, he knows the importance 

of hugging thighs. Also, this time, an opportunity came up again. 

He can’t miss it! 

“Okay! I agree!” 

Wu Liu was also in glee. This is a living Immortal Emperor, and now he is serving himself. What 

arrogance? A pretentious guy? This Xiao Yi is a wise man! 

Otherwise, there would have been another bottle here. 

In fact, Xiao Yi also thought about this. He knew this was an important matter. If he didn’t comply, he 

might end up dead! 

“We will be colleagues from now on. I’m glad you joined the Time and Space Bureau.” 

‘This Time and Space Bureau’, Xiao Yi thought, ‘they should be very powerful, right?’ 

A month passed in a blink of an eye. 

Ye Hua was expressing his anger, about how these two women were prancing over his head. Do they 

want to go against this deity? 

Jue Tian’s investigation has not progressed at all. Unless some extraordinary means are used, such as 

arresting all people and extorting confessions! This is the easiest and fastest method, but this is not 



what Ye Hua wants, as it is not shocking to others. They need to find evidence that makes them unable 

to speak. That would be the best slap to the face. 

Donghuang Baizhi’s investigation wasn’t going anywhere either. After all, it’s been hundreds of years. All 

evidence is gone or has been cleaned up, leaving no clue at all. 

Ye Hua and his wives were at a stalemate. No one was willing to take a step back. Sometimes, when 

couples quarrel; whoever takes a step back will have a brighter future. Otherwise, it will only make 

things more troublesome. 

Although the investigation has not progressed, the relationship between the five aristocratic families 

seems to be heated. In just a month, the younger generations of the family have fought against each 

other. Although there were no casualties, there were some broken hands and feet. 

When Voidless Realm heard about this, Donghuang Baizhi was irked and commanded the five families to 

stop. As a newly appointed aristocratic family, Dongfang Yuer’s side was low-key. Some don’t even know 

about this new family. 

After all, Dongfang Yuer has no luxurious base or relationship with others. A lone wolf. 

Bai Cixin left Zijin City and followed her husband to the Wang family site in High Ocean City. In the south, 

the Wang family is still quite good. But after the last godly item competition, Wang Dabao’s name was 

besmirched. 

Southerners looked down on Wang Dabao. When Wang Dabao held two banquets, but no big shots 

came. 

Tang Wushuang’s family also came to the south. The disappearance of his master was a big blow to Tang 

Wushuang. After Tang Wushuang came to the south, he did not do anything but live a carefree life. After 

all, Tang Wushuang’s not the one who got crippled. 

Xiao Yi’s family also moved to High Ocean City. Now, Xiao Yi has another identity. He’s a staff of the Time 

and Space Bureau, available 24 hours a day. He accepts two missions a month. This made Xiao Yi happy, 

as it felt similar to his previous life. 

But there is still hatred in Xiao Yi’s heart, hatred for the Voidless Realm. He’ll take his revenge one day! 

  

Chapter 380 

The Time and Space Bureau and the deities are two different beings. 

The former is equivalent to scientific and technological civilization, which manages the problem of 

reincarnates and regressors between various planes. The deities govern their designated worlds. The 

two are different, so they will not conflict. 

This is why the Time and Space Division does not intervene in the affairs of the giants. Of course, 

sometimes they intervene, like how Wu Liu used Gui Chengren, but it doesn’t matter now, as he’s dead 

now. 



The deities are divided into levels. After all, where there is life; there is hierarchy, not to mention the 

world of deities. A powerful deity often controls several worlds. 

The universe is big. In Ye Hua’s previous world and the current world, there are two different types of 

deities. Compared to the current word, the overlords in his previous word were more powerful. After all, 

his previous world was filled with overlords. 

After Ye Hua questioned Zi Shan, he got to know that the number of deities here seems to be extremely 

low. It can be figured out knowing their low combat power. He was completely uninterested. 

The overlords in his previous world enjoyed great spiritual energy. There were no ordinary people there, 

only overlords. 

Deity is just a word, like the word human. 

It’s just that deities have a cold eye towards the lower realms. To put it bluntly, they look down on them. 

Zi Shan was also like that. It was evident when she didn’t care about the life or death of the Ji Family. 

Zi Shan was considered to be the best among the deities, otherwise, she wouldn’t have been favored by 

the prince and accepted as a member of his harem. 

Tianfu is the capital city of the deities. It has a majestic palace where the Emperor lives. 

But, today’s not a lively day at the palace, but rather the Hou Xuelin’s Mansion.[Raws is Hóu wángfǔ. 

Hou: the prince’s last name; wangfu: Prince. So technically, Prince’s Hou Mansion. I’ll use Hou Mansion.] 

There were numerous people at the entrance to the Mansion. They walked into the Mansion with gifts 

in their hands. 

Today is Hou Xuelin’s birthday. The people who came here consisted of the imperials or nobles of 

Tianfu, and even members of the royal family came. From this, one could gauge his status. 

“I heard that Prince Hou was married to a talented and beautiful woman named Zi Shan a while ago. 

Today, it seems that I’m fortunate to meet her.” 

“Yeah, I heard that Madam Zi Yuan is proficient in painting and calligraphy, and her strength is also 

strong.”[Reminder: Madam Zi Yuan = Zi Shan] 

“Prince Hou is blessed.” 

Everyone seemed to be talking about Zi Shan. 

In the courtyard of the Hou Mansion, two middle-aged men and a young man were sitting. 

One of them was Prince Hou, Hou Xuelin. He wore a golden dress and a belt. Rather than saying it’s just 

a belt, it’s correct to say it’s a godly item. The ring on his thumb is also an ancient artifact. It seems that 

in this place, godly items are mere decorations. 

One shouldn’t assume that Hou Xuelin was only a middle-aged man. He has lived for tens of thousands 

of years, but his appearance was of a middle-aged man. Of course, if he wants, he can also be a 



teenager, but middle-aged looks more calm and wise. Coupled with that handsome face, he was indeed 

attractive. 

The two men beside him were Che Hongliang and Wuma An. 

Che Hongliang is the brother-in-law of the current Emperor, and his sister is the queen! While Wuma An 

was the prince’s playmate and a brave general for the Emperor. 

These three people can be said to be the most influential people in the entire Tianfu, except for the 

royal family. 

Che Hongliang had a slightly chubby body, while his eyes revealed cunningness. As for Wuma An, he 

looked like a dashing young man, as beautiful as jade. He was holding a folding fan in his hand and 

swinging it gently, making him seem like a playboy. 

“Hou Wangye, why didn’t you meet Madam Zi Yuan today?” Wuma An asked with a smile while 

swinging his folding fan. They heard Madam Zi Yuan is an absolute beauty. 

Hou Xuelin snapped his fingers and smiled faintly: “I thought about it after being punished by the 

Emperor to face the wall.” 

Che Hongliang beside him blew the smoke from the teacup. He frowned, and took a sip, then said: “Such 

a handsome prince, yet you’re willing to get punished. I admire you.” 

“Haha, you are too arrogant, how can you not be punished.” Wuma An chuckled: “Today is your 

birthday, so please forgive me, besides, there are so many nobles here. I want to see Madam Zi Yuan’s 

face.” 

Hou Xuelin laughed loudly: “Young Noble Wuma is right. Someone, bring Madam Zi Yuan here!” 

“Yes!” The two guards went to invite Madam Zi Yuan immediately after receiving the order. 

“Prince, there is something I want to ask you.” Wuma An put the folding fan next to the teacup and 

became serious. 

Hou Xuelin nodded and said, “What does Young Noble Wuma want to say? You are the most popular 

person around here. This prince still has to give three parts face. 

“Prince, you’re quite funny. You’re still above me.” 

“Haha, if Young Noble Wuma has anything to say, just say. I will naturally do everything in my means to 

help you!” Hou Xuelin said with a smile. 

Wuma An said in a deep voice, “I got a secret report that the long-disappeared descendant of Nuwa 

seems to have appeared.” 

“Oh? What else?” Hou Xuelin paused. He has his doubts. 

Che Hongliang was also surprised when he heard about it. He put down the teacup: “The descendants of 

Nuwa disappeared for a long time, around the time of when the Donghuang family came to power back 

then.” 



Hou Xuelin smiled, picked up the teapot, and tilted it slightly. A pleasantly fragrant tea poured into his 

teacup. 

“Yeah, the Nuwa and Donghuang family were famous in those days. Furthermore, their women had 

breathtaking beauty.” Hou Xuelin said lightly. 

Wuma An nodded in agreement: “I used a lot of resources to get this news. Furthermore, the world is 

under your jurisdiction.” 

“I can’t believe this! There is actually such a thing in the jurisdiction of this prince!” Hou Xuelin was 

surprised. 

“Maybe you’re afraid of breaking the rules, so let me go and tell the Emperor.” 

‘Tell the Emperor?’ Hou Xuelin’s face sank. Wuma An overstepped his boundaries! 

Che Hongliang smiled softly: “Since it is within the jurisdiction of Prince Hou, how can the Emperor go 

there in person? Prince Hou will naturally send a few people.” 

“That’s even better.” Wuma An did not refute. What he just said had a hidden meaning that although he 

was praising him, he wasn’t easy to mess with. 

“This prince will naturally send someone to investigate.” Hou Xuelin said with a smile. In fact, he 

couldn’t wait. After all, the Donghuang family was his lackey. The purpose was for the hidden power of 

the blood of Donghuang. But so far in Donghuang, no one awakened the power of the blood! 

On the contrary, the hidden bloodline of Nuwa awakened. Even for the prince, it is a bit troublesome. 

“That’s great! The Emperor will also be very happy.” Wuma An’s mouth showed smugness, as he picked 

up the folding fan again, which was also a godly item. 

At this time, the two guards came back, and one of them leaned over and whispered a few words in Hou 

Xuelin’s ear. Hou Xuelin’s face was expressionless after hearing this, he smiled at the two of them: 

“Madam Zi Yuan is angry with this prince. I’m really ashamed.” 

However, he was thinking that Zi Shan actually went to the secular world! And she hasn’t come back yet! 

 


